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Research context

• German Research Council (DFG) funded project

Organizing Creativity under Regulatory Uncertainty: Alternative 
Approaches to Intellectual Property

• Comparing processes across music/pharma

• Creative Commons licenses one alternative approach



Netlabels? Are there still netlabels?

• Online music labels applying open licensing practices

• Widespread in 2000s until early 2010s addressing uncertainties
• music piracy
• visibility gaps both off- and online

• Today: Parallel music world?

• However: music streaming handles the same uncertainties

• Netlabel-studies prior to streaming boom 

• Today puzzling: netlabels ‘real utopias‘ or online waiting rooms for 
niche music



Wright’s Real Utopias and Institutional Change

• “Fundamental facts of human condition”
• human suffering result of organization of social structures and institutions

• however, capacity to imagine alternative worlds where such harms are absent 

• Usually, utopias lack applicability

• Real utopias as “viable alternatives” to social institutions, from 
ameliorative reforms to real utopias

• Two research trajectories:
• analysis of empirical cases 

• theoretically reflecting normative problems within institutional designs 



Investigating Real Utopias

• Four steps
• specify moral principles to judge a social institution (equality, democracy, 

sustainability)

• diagnosing and criticizing existing institutions (recording industry)

• developing alternatives that balance desirability, viability, and achievability  
(netlabels)

• generating a “theory of transformation for realizing” alternatives 

• Importantly: not one real utopia, but real utopias

• Unclear how real utopias handle institutional change over time



Research Question

How do netlabels handle institutional change of the recording 

industry with regard to their real utopian practices?



Data

• triangulating data

• quantitative mapping to update earlier research (mainly Galuszka 2012c, Galuszka 2012b)

• online netlabel resource netlabelguide.com, at the moment 50 of 308 labels mapped
• activity status, years of activity, last release, links working, demo policy, self-

descriptions, country of origin, number of releases for each year + licensing choices

• 13 qualitative, narration-oriented interviews 
• with netlabel managers (4), artists (3), and expert informants (6)
• biography and creative practice of netlabels to capture potential adaptations over 

time & recording industry effects on netlabels



Analysis

• content analytical approach with inductive steps

• 3 dimensions linking real utopian netlabel practice with development over 
time
• ‘activity and release practice’
• ‘licensing choice‘
• ‘integration in the technological environment’

• Distinguish two approaches how netlabels attempt to realize utopia
• Pragmatic embedding in music business practice
• Reflective relinquishing of music business practice



Some early descriptive findings 

• 50 netlabels (all part of the “active” list)
• 22 (44%) still active (released an album at least in 2019; 10 in 2022)

• 15 (30%) not active anymore

• 13 (26%) unclear (regularly explained as a form of “hibernating”)

• Majority of labels releasing before (31) than after (19) 2010

• Only 6 cases: some links to music not working

• But 17 netlabels stopped maintaining their homepage

• Instead: The Internet Archive and Bandcamp



Pragmatic embedding in music business practice



Since a few years, with the appearing of Spotify and all these streaming

platforms, even if you say, okay, we are publishing that music, listen to

it because it's free, you can free download, and then ah okay, but I am

using Spotify, it's not on Spotify, it's not on Apple, it's not here, it's not

there. And then we got really almost depressed of that, because I

mean, we are giving music for free (…) and from the other side of the

wall you have then the audience, and the audience were not enjoying

that strategy too much. (…) And this is why actually we gradually

changed our strategy in the recent years. (Interview Netlabel 2)



Reflective relinquishing of music business practice



At some point you get to where you look reality in the eye and I have

the impression that Creative Commons works in a lot of places if you

say: I don't really care. And these dreams, this idea that we had at the

beginning, that with Creative Commons we clean up the music

business, yes, and revolutionize and free knowledge, free music, free

culture for free people (laughs). I think that's a nice idea, but we as

humanity are not there yet. And then a bit of a hangover set in and

interestingly enough, I have the feeling that now a bit that the wheat

separated from the chaff. (Interview Netlabel 1)



Netlabels’ real utopian approaches

Approach/
Dimension

Pragmatic embedding in
music business practice

Reflective relinquishing of
music business practice

release practice fostering commerciality abstaining from commerciality

licensing choice keeping non-commercial sharing (NC-ND); 

extending to copyright

opening up towards cultural commons (BY-

SA; BY etc.)

technological environment integrating platforms widely selecting niche platforms

alternative angle trading free music for visibility enabling access to knowledge through free 

music



Conclusion

• Institutional change influences netlabels’ real utopias

• Real utopias become ‘moving targets‘ from a processual perspective

• Many netlabels: online waiting rooms in states of “hibernation”



Thank You.


